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What is ‘Goose Father’?
               
               There is a man eating ramen, alone in a spacious living room, watch-
ing a video of his family currently living overseas. This phenomenon is common 
sight these days, as more and more children go abroad to study, in order to 
escape the intense pressure of study in Korea.
This has led to the coining of a new term in South Korea, gireogi appa, or 
‘goose father’, to describe a father who remains in Korea to work, whilst his wife 
and children live overseas, in an English-speaking country, so that the children 
may attend foreign schools and universities.
The term derives from the migratory nature of geese, and the physical distance 
separating the father from his family.

The problems of goose fathers?
Loneliness and Mental disorder 40%, health problem 24%, 
financial problem 17%.

As can be seen the chart , a significant number of goose father need help for 
emotional difficulties. However, the financial reality makes it impossible for them 
to invest enough money into their own lives; most tend to send nearly all their 
monthly income to their family overseas. Thus, despite the presence of mental 
or health problems, they cannot seek help or treatment.
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professor of goose father?

Average monthly income? Average monthly remittance?
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Interview

Questionnaire for 10 teenagers
Name (teenagers), age, time separated from father, frequency of video or 
voice call with father, alternative means of contact, are you agree that you need 
something to keep in touch with your father, desire to share thoughts and feel-
ings with father [see below]

Seung-ju, Shin, 19,  2 years, have a voice call once a week with Ka-
Kao-Talk(MMS),  have a video call once a month with Skype, No, No, No but 
done with mother.

So-ee, Kim, 19, 8 years, every day with internet telephone, once a month with 
Skype, No, Yes (want to get some methods and device for teaching their par-
ents like computer and phone), Yes (sometimes for deciding on career).

Sang-hyuk, Park, 20, 1 year, once a month with KaKao-Talk (MMS), Never, No, 
Yes if it is efficient and easy, Yes.

Seung-eun, Lee, 18, 2 years, once a week with KaKao-Talk (MMS), once a week 
with Skype, No, No, No

Hun-jong, Joo, 17, 2 years, once a month with KaKao-Talk (MMS), Never, No, 
Yes, Yes (sometimes)

Ji-yun, Lee, 16, 2 years, have a voice call three times a week with KaKao-Talk 
(MMS), video call once a month with Skype, No, Yes, Yes (I want to get some 
advice about only the problem of the study).

Ji-no, Kim, 17, 3 years, once a week with KaKao-Talk (MMS), once a month with 
Skype, No, No (Skype is enough), Yes.

Hee-ra, Jo, 19, 2 years, almost every day with KaKao-Talk (MMS), once a 
month, No, Yes, Yes.

Mi-sun, Kim, 16, 5 years, twice a week with KaKao-Talk (MMS), once a week 
with Skype, No, Yes (something she can tell the daily story immediately), Yes.

Han-na, Lee, 18, 2 years, four times a week with KaKao-Talk(MMS), never, No, 
Yes, Yes (sometimes when she feel loneliness).
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Interview

Questionnaire for 3 goose fathers
Name (goose fathers), age, how long have you been alone separated from your 
family, how do you feel when you enter the house with no one in it after work, 
do you want something to keep in touch with your children who are studying 
abroad, do you want to share your thoughts and feelings with your children, 
how do you relieve the stress caused by loneliness.[see bleow]

Kang-sik, Shin, 59, 2 years, I don’t want to enter the house after work so I 
usually have a drink with some of my friends in the same boat (whenever I enter 
an empty house, I feel a sense of loss and become lethargic), communicating 
about the concerns in their lives (such as friends, school life, dating…I always 
miss my family, my daughters and wife), just drinking and sometimes fishing.

Sang-hyun, Lee, 54, 2 years, extreme loneliness (especially, whenever I have 
dinner alone at home I miss my family, that is why I don’t have dinner at home 
anymore, I know it is not good for my health but I don’t want to feel alone), 
having dinner together with small talk and drinks and video calls to my children 
(but these days I feel I have become too distant from my child, without a bond 
of sympathy).

Young-sik, Kim, 56, 5 years, when I was sick I felt a terrible letdown (sometimes 
thinking why I should live like this, living apart from my family), I want to have a 
hobby together (so I can spend a time with my children, such as sports), meet-
ing my friends and soccer.
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The result of Interview

Participants
                 Student participants had all been separated from their fathers for 
over 2 years due to their study abroad, and were all Korean adolescents. 10 
students participated in this survey.  Goose fathers’ participants have been 
stayed in Korea alone over 2 years. 3 goose fathers took part in the survey. 
All participants were properly informed and gave consent for the use of their 
responses in this research. Of the Korean teenagers who responded to the 
survey, most were embarrassed with the questions, as they said that they were 
not close with their fathers. 

                 The result of the survey was remarkable. Most replied that they 
usually made voice calls just once a week and video calls only once a month. 
The surprising result was that most of them were unaccustomed and unwill-
ing to share the details of their lives with their fathers. This kind of relationship 
explains why the students believed that weekly contact was enough. On the 
other hand, all fathers deeply wanted to communicate with their children, and 
regarded communication as important to their education. However, fathers 
don’t know what to say to their children and miss the appropriate time. Although 
goose fathers try to share their time several years after their child get back, 
it is difficult for them to find a common ground with their child for the sake of 
estranged relationship. As can be seen below, some are concerned about the 
phenomenon, and Korean TV programmes suggest only fathers and children to 
spend their daily life.
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Extreme User Interview

Kang-sik, Shin, 59, 2 years (he has stayed alone in Korea)
What do you want to keep in touch with your daughter? 
Um.. I want to have something that I can share my feelings, only with my daugh-
ter. I know that they may feel uncomfortable, but I just want to have the past 
back, when my daughter was a child and not unfamiliar with physical contact. 

How often do you want to communicate with them?
I do not want to disturb their study. Even though now we have many ways to 
contact each other, the time difference makes it impossible for us to maintain 
contact frequently, that is why I just want to communicate with them whenever 
they have a time um.. Weekends? 

Is it fine for you to contact your daughter just during the weekends?
To be honest, no, I need to communicate with her more frequently. Almost every 
day. I want to listen to her voice, hear about her day.

Have you expressed your feelings, like loneliness, to your daughter?
I have never expressed my feelings to them. I am not familiar with exposing my 
feelings to my family. Above all, I do not want them to be worried.   

Do you mind to share something with your children except mother?
Um.. I want to have something with my daughter, but it is not on mother. I also 
want to share something with my wife. That is why I think that something is 
about doing together with my children as well as my wife. 
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Lunchbox Project

Social Objects
                 With the results from the research, it was decided that a social object 
made with Arduino would be most appropriate for goose fathers. As previously 
mentioned, psychologists have said that cooking is a good way to improve the 
relationship between goose fathers and adolescents, whereupon an application 
for a recipe diary was developed. With this application, teenagers studying 
abroad can share recipes with their father back home, by uploading their reci-
pe. As they share their recipe, when they have time (such as during weekends 
for example, or, given the time difference, one of the day’s set meal time.), they 
can cook together with this application. While they cook, the application would 
check their cooking progress with uploaded photos. For example, after father 
cook in first stage, they should upload a photo to progress the next stage. After 
the child checks the uploaded photo, the next step would be provided to the 
goose father. This can also be done in reverse, with the father checking on the 
child’s cooking. Once the dish is completed, the food is placed in a special 
lunchbox. 
                   It is known as the ‘Lunchbox project’, which helps goose fathers im-
prove the relationship with their children.  The lunch box has a unique function 
to deliver eating pattern to its counterpart lunchbox. To illustrate this, the lights 
inside dishes of goose father is turned on in the order teenager eats, which 
means that they can feel they are eating together each other. 

Predicted Prototype
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Experiment for the Lunchbox Project

             There have been experiments to develop the Lunchbox project. First 
of all, one participant has a meal alone. Next, she eats alone while she watches 
a video, which shows the other participant eating. Two participants each have 
a meal twice, according to the above. Finally, they are interviewed about their 
experience

Interview for two people who attend in the experiment
*Sung-il, Moon, 39, 10 years (he has stayed alone in the UK)
How often do you usually have dinner or lunch alone? / How long have you had 
a meal alone?  
I have a meal almost every day except when meeting my friends. 
After I started staying in London, I have had meals alone, so I’m familiar with it. 

How do you feel when you have dinner alone?
I feel comfortable with having dinner alone, as I am more familiar with this situa-
tion than having a meal with others. However, there are times when I feel lonely, 
such as Christmas, New Year’s Day.

How do you feel when you have dinner alone, watching videos of someone 
having a meal?
At first, it makes me uncomfortable as I consider this video without thinking 
while eating. However, as time goes by, it felt like I was having a meal together 
with someone. So, I sometimes followed their eating behaviors and patterns. 

Do you prefer to have meals alone, with the videos or without the videos?
Um. I prefer to have a meal with the videos.

Do you mind the noise a chopstick makes whilst eating?
Um.. No, I hate the sound of chopsticks. As you know, in Korea, I was taught to 
eat without making a noise. That is why it irritates me.
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Experiment for the Lunchbox Project

*Seul-ky, Shin, 19, 2 years (she has stayed alone in the UK)
How usually you have dinner or lunch alone? / How long have you had a meal?  
I usually have a meal three times a week. 
I live in London with my sister, so it is not familiar to me. 

How do you feel when you have dinner alone?
I feel comfortable with having dinner alone, because I can eat a lot without 
consideration for others.

How do you feel when you have dinner alone, watching videos of someone 
having a meal?
It makes me uncomfortable as I consider this video involuntarily while eating, 
because of following the eating behaviors and patterns unconsciously. 

Do you prefer to have meals alone, with the videos or without the videos?
Um. I prefer to have a meal without the videos.

Do you mind the noise a chopstick makes while eating?
I like the sound of chopsticks, it stimulates the appetite. 

Fig. Experiment_eating alone with videos Fig. Experiment_eating alone without videos
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APP for cooking together 

Main Page_Intro Sub Page_Choose the date

They can decide the date they are free for cooking together. 

It is designed like diary
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APP for cooking together 

Sub Page2_Check the process Sub Page3_Send the message

Each other can check cooking process. Fathers and Teenagers send the message for cooking after 

deciding the menu.
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APP for cooking together 

Sub Page4_Recipe Sub Page5_Pop up

Fathers and Teenagers should upload the cooking process in 

the all stages, in order to move to next page.
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APP for cooking together 

Sub Page6_Cooking Process (Father) Sub Page7_Cooking Process (daughter)

Each other can check cooking process.
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APP for cooking together 

Sub Page8_Uploading the photo Sub Page9_Completed cooking

After finishing the cooking, the food is put into 

their lunchbox (social objects with arduino)
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Lunchbox ‘Social Object‘
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